Willow Tree Academy - Year 3- Made in South Yorkshire
Key Knowledge
Benjamin Huntsman invented crucible steel in 1742.
1.
Steel is a type of a metal and is used for
many things.
2.
Steel is made of iron and carbon.
3.
Stainless Steel was invented in our local
area by Harry Brearley.
4.
Many people lost their jobs in the steel
factories.
5.
The Bessemer Converter is one of only
three converters left in the world.

Key Vocabulary

Key People
Benjamin Huntsman: was an English inventor and
manufacturer of cast or crucible steel.
Harry Brierley: English metallurgist, credited with the
invention of stainless steel
Henry Bessemer: was an English inventor, whose
steel-making process would become the most important
technique for making steel in the nineteenth century for
almost one hundred years.

Crucible pot- a ceramic or metal container in
which metals or other substances may be
melted or subjected to very high temperatures
Industrial- manufacturing or mining in
factories
Manufacture- a company that makes things
for sale
Stainless steel-a form of steel containing
chromium, resistant to tarnishing and rust.
Working class- the social group of people who
are employed for wages, especially in manual
or industrial work.
Furnace- used to heat up pieces of steel to
turn them into molton

Other Key Information
1742: Benjamin Huntsman invented crucible steel
1743: Thomas Boulsover, working in Sheffield, invented "Sheffield plate".
1856: Henry Bessemer invents the Bessemer converter
1873: The ﬁrst trams ran in Sheffield.
1913: Stainless steel was invented by Harry Brearley
1973: Many steelworks closed due to the oil crisis
1990: The Meadowhall shopping centre opened.
2008: Tinsley cooling towers were demolished

Literacy
News paper report
Diary in role of character (Jenny/ Stevie)
Non Chronological report - Men in Steel
Narrative - setting description
Instructions - Linked to DT
Poetry - Onomatopoeia, rhyming couplets

Maths
Fractions (Whiterose maths)
Geometry: Properties of Shape (Whiterose Maths)
Measurement: Length and Perimeter (Whiterose Maths)
We will also be working on learning our times tables up to
12x12

Immersive Reading Text
Meet me by the Steelmen - Theresa Tomlinson
Forged in Steel - Theresa Tomlinson
Computing
E‐Safety, Digital Literacy , Powerpoint, Data and Data
representation, Purple Mash

Our Big Question:

How has industry inﬂuenced our future?

Music
Glockenspiel

DT/STEM
Designing and constructing moving machine - pulleys:
Technology - Designing a modern invention
Engineering - Planning and creating our own pulley system
Maths - measures - scaling up designs using times tables

Geography
Name and locate countries, cities and main geographical
regions of the UK
Describe the key human & physical features locations e.g.
topography, land use patterns
Understand how land use changes over time.

Science
Forces and magnets
Know how a magnet works. Investigate magnets as a
non-contact force. Know how to sort magnetic and non
magnetic materials. Investigate how magnetic forces are
affected.
Light
Know light comes from a source. Investigate transparent,
translucent and opaque materials. Know how light travels.
Know shiny materials reﬂect light beams better than non
shiny materials. Investigate why we need light.

PE
- Outdoor team sports
- Dance

Art & Design
Pete McKee - Artist study
Impressionism
Observational drawings - working on pencil techniques and
shading to create shadow (steel objects e.g. forks)
Graffiti

History:
History of Sheffield/ steel/ Meadowhall
Historical ﬁgures- Men in Steel

PSHCE:
Rights and responsibilities.
Understand the role of the community
and place within it.
P4C
Exploring a range of themes throughout the term.

MFL (french)
Introducing ourselves, Days of the week , Months of the
year.
RE
Hinduism
What is it like to be a Hindu?

